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Wailing Wall
A Prophetic Insight of Life’s Daily Woes…
Who’s Covering the Missing Amongst
the Ibaryath AbarʹRishoni [Americans]
KaSiKa “Sea’Ven”
Cadoche’
YaShar’al

"And now go to; I will tell you what I will do to my vineyard: I will take
away the hedge thereof, and it shall be eaten up; and break down the wall
thereof, and they shall be trodden!"
Isaiah 5:5 (KJV)

The Hard-Says of Life Outside of
the Covering of Ahʹba Nawa Hawa
Everyday in Babylon, the land of our captivity, a so-called African
American man, woman, and child goes missing without a trace and
in the absence of mainstream media's attention. Relatives of the
missing often take the lead in trying to locate their missing beloved
ones by taking to social media; praying against all hope that
someone somewhere has seen their beloved missing amongst us.
The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children based in
Washington D.C., the lead organization in the United States
assigned to tackling all missing person cases cites, as of July 23,
2019, 5:37 PM ET., 60% of the 800,000 missing Americans are
People of Color–Ibaryath Abar'Rishoni [Americans], unbeknownst
to themselves or the masses. Even more devastating is according
to 2018 statistics Ibaryath Abar'Rishoni [Americans] make up only
13% of the total U.S. population, yet, comprise 30% of the
reported missing without a trace.
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What’s happening to the missing children of Yisrael?
How can the all “loving” seeing Alahayam of our forefathers allow
tragedy to continue to befall His children without recognition,
recompense, or restoration?
The answer is harsh but simple!
The missing without a trace amongst the children of Y’israel are
removed from Ahʹba Nawa Hawa’s obligatory and promised
“Hedge of Protection”; remaining separated from Him by their
willful continuation of bloodline generational Deuteronomy 28
curses spoken of in our Ibaryath Scriptures.
From the most tender amongst Yʹisrael to the eldest gone missing
the Deuteronomy 28 curses placed upon our ancestors remained
lawfully intact amongst the “lost” children of Y’israel, at the time
of their reported missing; haven’t not been personally repented by
them or parental guardian, having chosen lifestyles antithetical to
Scriptural Laws given unto Jacob (Southern Kingdom) and Israel
(Northern Kingdom)–remaining stiﬀ-necked and outright
rebellious against the Alahayam of our forefathers; loving the g-d
of this world more than our Ahʹba Nawa Hawa,
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Concluding, the so-called African Americans are the vineyard
spoken of in Isaiah 5:5 to which Ahʹba Nawa Hawa declared He
would take away our “Hedge of Protection”; break down the walls–
hedges, and allow the g-d of this wicked world to devour and
continually oppress those amongst the children of Yʹisrael who
willfully serve sin and live outside the hedge of protection of the
Most High, instead of walking in obedience to His Laws which are
far from grievous!
As long as the children of Yʹisrael willfully choose to live lifestyles
outside the Covenant made between our ancestors and the
Alahayam of Yʹisrael; lifestyles, to which, shall forever remain
antithetical to the Laws of Ahʹba Nawa Hawa, by default, they
have removed the Alahayam of our forefathers promised hedge of
protection from around them; making even our Aunties “Grace”
and “Mercy” not obligated to protect them from the wiles of our
enemy, the ruler of this darkened and wicked earth, our Ahʹba
Nawa Hawa has given it over…
The earth is given into the hand of the wicked: he covereth the faces of the
judges thereof; if not, where, [and] who [is] he? Job 9:24 (KJV)
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